
  Form 3    〔s. 15(1)〕 
  CONTROL OF OBSCENE AND INDECENT ARTICLES ORDINANCE 

 (Chapter 390) 

     Notice to Obscene Articles Tribunal to review the 
 Interim Classification of an Article by person 
 who submitted, or would have been entitled to 

submit, the Article under section 13(1) 

(To be completed in duplicate) 

To the Registrar of the High Court : 

1.    I , …….…..……………………..………………………………………………………..(full name), 

of ………………………………………………………………………………………………….………….. 

…………………………………….….(address), ………..…………………………..…..(occupation), the― 
 *(a)   author; 

 *(b)   printer; 

 *(c)   manufacturer; 

*(d)   publisher; 

 *(e)   importer; 

 *(f)   distributor; 

 *(g)   owner of copyright; 

 *(h)   commissioner of the design, production or publication, 

    of the undermentioned article, which was on …………………………………………………………(date)  
    given an interim classification by an Obscene Articles Tribunal of －  

 *(i)    Class I; 

  *(ii)   Class II; or  

  *(iii)   Class III, 
hereby require an Obscene Articles Tribunal to review that interim classification at a full hearing of such 
Tribunal. 

2. Particulars of the article are as follows －

*(a)   title : …………………………………….………………………………………………………….; 

*(b)    name of author (or performer) :  .……………………………………………………….…………..  

   ………………………………………………………………………………………………………; 

*(c)    name and address of publishers : ………………….……………..…………………..…………...…; 

  *(d)   general description of article (for example, film, video-tape, disc, etc.) :…………..……………… 

    ….…………………………………………….………..………………….………….…………..…; 



  *(e)   if  article  is  film, any  decision  with  respect  thereto  under  any  other  law  which  provides for  

   censorship of films : ……..……………..………………………………….………………….…..… 

           …..…………………………………………………………………………………………………..; 

  *(f)    if  article  contains  any  written  or  oral  matter  in  any  language  other  than  English or Chinese, 

    the language (s) :………………………………………………………………………..…….…….. 

      …..…………………………………………………………………………………………………..; 

  *(g)    the persons or class of persons,  or age group of persons,  to or amongst whom the article is,  or is  

     intended or is likely to be, published  ….…………….……………………………………..……… 

3. The Tribunal reference number in respect of the interim classification the subject of this notice

is ……..………..………………………………………………………………………………………..

4. My address for service by post is ………………………………………………………………..…..

           ……………………………………………………………………………………………….….…… 

 *5.     My telephone number is …….…………………………………………..…………………….. (work), 

   and/or  ……………………………………..……………………………………..……………. (home).

   Dated this ……………………day of ……………………, 2 0 …….. 

     ……..…………………………… 
        Signature. � 

* Delete if inapplicable.
 �  Where the person giving the notice is an individual or partner, that person. Where that person is a body corporate, 

  an individual authorized in that behalf by that body corporate.  (Note: evidence of authorization should be produced).  

 Please Note 
1. You are advised to read the Control of Obscene and Indecent Articles Ordinance, the Control of Obscene

  and Indecent Articles Regulations and the Control of Obscene and Indecent Articles Rules before submitting   
  this notice. 

2. The original of this notice should be served on the Registrar of the High Court by lodging it at the office 
of the Tribunal and be accompanied by the fee payable therefor.

3. The copy of this notice should be served on the Secretary for Justice by lodging it at the Department of
Justice, 4th floor, High Block, Queensway Government Offices at the same time as the original of this
notice is served on the Registrar.

4. The Registrar may under rule 2 of the Control of Obscene and Indecent Articles Rules reject this notice if
  it is not completed or signed in accordance with the requirements of that rule.  The Registrar is required by 
  that rule to reject this notice if it contains no address for service by post. 

5. The Registrar may under rule 3 of the Control of Obscene and Indecent Articles Rules reject this notice if
the article to which the notice relates contains any written or oral matter which is in a language other than

  English or Chinese.  Such rejection will cease to have effect once the person submitting the notice provides   
  the Registrar with an English language or Chinese language translation, satisfactory to the Registrar, of that  
  matter.       


	                                                           Please Note

